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STEVE NETTEN,  MOLENWEIDE  36,1902 CH CASTRICUM, HOLLAND 
is trying to set up a sub-collection of banking perfins, including stock-
brokers, of Great Britain.(He does the same for Dutch perfins.) 
In Holland it is difficult to get accurate information about  
which firm is a bank or a stock-broker, apart from the well known names. 
Are any other members interested in this subject: collecting  
similar information: have information from their own covers or  
literature which would help him to compile an accurate list? If  
so, please get in touch with Steve. 

STEPHEN STEERE, 1 NICOLSON ROAD, ORPINGTON, KENT BR5 4EH 
seems to be a glutton for punishment. Not only does he spend many  
hours on the Sloper Records (on behalf of the Society) but now  
he is looking at multiple dies. 
He would like to purchase or do swaps of blocks, strips and  
even pairs; from QV to KGVI, for letters NOT yet done in the New 
Illustrated Catalogue. (See elsewhere in this Bulletin for letters 
completed.) This would enable him, and the Society, to identify  
single and multi-dies. It would appear that most people do not  
look very closely at these blocks etc, so if you are happy to have  
them used for research, please get in touch with Stephen. 
The article below touches on the same theme. 

MULTIPLE DIES     By DAVE HILL. 
Research into multiple dies is another way of reducing the  
number of dies the user of which has not been identified.  
Providing the user of one of the dies and the make-up of the  
multidie is known,  then it follows that the other dies can be  
ascribed to this same user. 
This is not only achieved by seeing the multidie on a block  
of definitive stamps but also by noting overlapping impressions on 
commemorative stamps. Illustrated are stamps from what, at first  
sight, may seem to be an uninteresting duplication of the same die  
but closer examination reveals they fit together to give an  
impression of a 2x2 multidie. So look again at those apparently 
uninteresting duplications! 
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Example of overlapping dies on commemorative stamps. 

 

 
(This example could show one valid reason for not agreeing  

with my article "Perfins, Partials or Rubbish.") 

*          *           *          *          * 

"UG/L" and "JG" PROVISIONAL PERFINS   By DAVE HILL. 

I acquired a copy of the United Grand Lodge  
provisional perfin UG/L (U0870.01p) and noted  
from Roy's Provisionals Catalogue that the  
position of the "L" varies, as you would expect  
in a provisional, but the "U" & "G" are always  
the same distance apart. So it would seem that  
Sloper made a die "UG" in this period but exam- 
ination of Roy's Catalogue of Provisional Dies  
reveals no intended user for a "UG" perfin, so  
why not make it "UG/L"? 

However, I note that the provisional "JG"  
(J3010.05p) has exactly the same spacing and  
presume that the "UG" die was for the "UG/L" 
provisional and with some pins removed it made  
the "JG" provisional. 

I would be pleased to have any comments on  
this theory. I have asked some collectors of  
Masonic Philately for details of any covers they  
have - the "UG" perfin may yet appear used by  
the United Grand Lodge. 

 




